COLLABORATE®

The Ultimate Media Collaboration Solutions
Complete suite of Media Collaboration appliances to meet
today’s diverse organizational conferencing, collaboration
and communication demands. The versatile designs are
ideal for multiple applications including traditional video
conferencing, professional audio conferencing, cloud-based
virtual meeting, wireless presentation and whiteboarding,
recording and streaming of voice, video and data captured
by any of its applications.

SIP/H.323 Video Conferencing

Spontania Cloud Meeting Room

+ Full HD 1080p SIP/H.323 video
conferencing with up to 9-way MCU

+ 25 participants can join meetings via PC, Mobile
devices, room endpoints or by phone call

+ Data sharing at 1080p quality from PC,
connected through wireless or HDMI

+ User experience optimized for group
collaboration in a room environment.

+ Recording of SIP/H.323 video
conferences for future on-demand access

+ Interactive Whiteboarding and annotation with
people located at any part of the world

+ Distribution of SIP/H.323 video
conferences through unicast or multicast
streaming

+ Simultaneous processing of up to 4 video input
sources (e.g. camera)

Professional Audio Conferencing

Wireless presentation and Whiteboarding

+ Beamforming Mic array with built-in 24 Mic
elements ensures twice the pickup range and
replaces 10 traditional microphones

+ Wireless presentations from a laptop or mobile
device at 1080p resolution

+ Beamforming technology with adaptive
acoustic processing and adaptive steering
pickup pattern for the best audio experience.
+ CONVERGE® Pro 840T mixer with
built-in telephone interface guarantees
unmatched sound and the most natural audio
conferencing experience possible.

Capture and Recording station

+ Up to 4 presenters sharing at the same time
+ Digital whiteboard and annotation with people in
the same room or anywhere in the world
+ Recording of presentations and collaboration for
future on-demand access
Available Q3 '15

Streaming and Distribution

+ Capture all voice, video and data content

+ Capture all voice, video and data content

+ Record presentations, meetings,
conferences, lectures, trainings, and more with
the entire content including voice, video and
data

+ Distribute presentations, meetings,
conferences, lectures, trainings, and more
on-demand or live to large audiences located
on the same or different networks

+ Local or external storage for future ondemand access

+ Distribution of presentations and
collaboration through unicast or multicast
streaming
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COLLABORATE® Media Collaboration Series

COLLABORATE Versa 100

COLLABORATE Pro 300

COLLABORATE Pro 600

COLLABORATE Pro 900

Collaborate 300 codec

Collaborate 600 codec with
balanced audio

Collaborate 600 codec with
balanced audio

UniteTM 100 PTZ camera
(12x Optical Zoom)

Unite 100 PTZ camera
(12x Optical Zoom)

Unite 100 PTZ camera
(12x Optical Zoom)

Unite 100 PTZ camera
(12x Optical Zoom)

Collaborate Speakerphone

Collaborate Speakerphone

Collaborate Attach Mic Array
(Daisy chained 2 arrays)

System
Codec Appliance

PTZ Camera

Audio

Converge® Pro 840T Mixer
Beamforming Mic Array

Features & Functions
SIP/H.323 Video
Conferencing
Built-in SIP/H.323 MCU
Spontania Cloud
Meeting Room

4-way MCU
(upgradable to 9-way)

4-way MCU
(upgradable to 9-way)

25 participants

25 participants

25 participants

25 participants

Huddle rooms, small and
mid-size conference rooms

Huddle rooms, small and
mid-size conference rooms

Medium and large-size
conference rooms, board room,
training center, classrooms,
courtrooms

Medium and large-size
conference rooms, board room,
training center, classrooms,
courtrooms

Audio Conferencing
Wireless Presentation &
Whiteboarding (Q3 '15)
Capture & Recording
station
Streaming & Distribution
3rd Party Applications
(Google, SkypeTM, Lync®, etc.)

Applications

Target Environments

Warranty
Two Year Warranty

North America
T 801.975.7200
Toll Free: 800.945.7730
sales@clearone.com

Europe & Oceania
T 44.1454.616.977
global@clearone.com

Asia Pacific
T 852.3590.4526
global@clearone.com
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Latin America
T 801.974.3621
global@clearone.com

Middle East
T 852.3590.4526
global@clearone.com

